Engineer I

Reports To:
Project Manager

Scope of Position:
Assisting the project manager in a team-oriented manner with site design related to residential and commercial land development projects.

Primary Duties and Responsibilities:

1. Conceptualize the initial civil design approach for site development.
2. Assist with the development of plans, specifications, and reports as needed on assigned tasks.
3. Provide technical assistance in the resolution of design problems that may include performing field investigation or inspections, detailed design work, and detailed checking of design computations done by others, or general coordination of specific design aspects into a project.
4. Serve as a liaison between clients and agencies; subcontractors, and design teams on basic project issues.
5. Review plans and prepare or review technical specifications, contract documents, and estimates.

Position Requirements:

1. Bachelor’s degree in civil engineering preferred.
2. EIT license preferred.
3. AutoCAD experience within a classroom setting or working experience preferred.
4. 0-4 years of land/site development design and engineering experience.

For more information contact:
Matthew C. Senenman, PE
msenenman@bowmanconsultingdc.com
202-750-2474

Note: The position description is intended as a summary only of key duties. Other related duties may be assigned as appropriate.
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